INSTRUCTIONAL CHECKLIST

APPLICATION FOR VEHICLE LICENSE PLATES AND/OR PLACARD FOR PERSONS WITH A DISABILITY

PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY WHILE COMPLETING YOUR APPLICATION FORM. IF THE APPLICATION IS NOT FULLY COMPLETED, ACCURATE AND/OR LEGIBLE IT MAY CAUSE DELAYS IN RECEIVING YOUR PLATES AND/OR PLACARD.

☐ CLEARLY INDICATE IF THE APPLICATION IS:
  INITIAL (FIRST TIME), RECERTIFICATION OR REPLACEMENT (PROPER BOX MUST BE CHECKED).

  INITIAL APPLICATION (FIRST TIME): The application process begins with the initial application, which is the same for either license plates and/or a placard. A “Person with a Disability Identification Card” is issued with the license plates and placard. This ID card must be carried by the person with a disability in conjunction with the use of the license plates/placard.

  RECERTIFICATION APPLICATION: Medical recertification is required every three years. Persons with a disability will be required to provide a qualified medical practitioner’s certification indicating that the qualifying medical condition still exists in order to renew the plates and/or receive a new placard and a new Person with a Disability Identification Card.

  REPLACEMENT APPLICATION: In the event that your plates and/or placard are lost, stolen or damaged, a replacement application is required. Notarized statements may be required to obtain new plates and/or a placard depending on the circumstance.

☐ CLEARLY INDICATE IF YOU ARE APPLYING FOR:
  LICENSE PLATES, A PLACARD OR BOTH (PROPER BOX MUST BE CHECKED).

  LICENSE PLATES: Wheelchair symbol license plates are renewed every year as part of the normal registration renewal process. In order to retain the plates, a medical recertification is required every three years. However, if the holder of the “Person with a Disability Identification Card” for whom the license plates were issued no longer qualifies for the license plates, it is the responsibility of the owner of the vehicle to surrender the wheelchair symbol license plates and apply for a new set of regular license plates at any MVC Agency.

  PLACARD: A placard, in conjunction with the identification card, can be used in any vehicle you ride in, whether or not you own the vehicle. The placard authorizes the driver of the vehicle to park in designated wheelchair symbol parking spaces when the individual designated on the identification card is either driving or a passenger in the vehicle. Since the placard is transferable from vehicle to vehicle, only one placard will be issued to each qualified applicant. There is no charge for the placard.

SECTION A: PERSON WITH A DISABILITY IDENTIFICATION CARD INFORMATION

☐ PROVIDE APPLICANT INFORMATION FOR THE PERSON WITH A DISABILITY (DRIVER LICENSE NUMBER, EXPIRATION DATE, DOB, SEX, EYES, HEIGHT AND WEIGHT).

☐ COMMERCIAL DRIVER LICENSE (CDL) HOLDERS MUST ACKNOWLEDGE POSSIBLE MEDICAL REVIEW (BOX MUST BE CHECKED).

☐ PROVIDE PLACARD NUMBER AND/OR LICENSE PLATE NUMBER FOR RECERTIFICATION AND REPLACEMENT APPLICATIONS.

IDENTIFICATION CARD: A “Person with a Disability Identification Card” is issued with either the license plates and/or a placard and is valid as long as the person continues to be recertified. When using either the license plates or placard to park in designated wheelchair symbol parking spaces, you must have your identification card with you. The ID card is non-transferable and will be forfeited if presented by any other person.

ELIGIBILITY: Any person who has lost the use of one or more limbs, or is permanently disabled and cannot move about without...
the aid of an assisting device or whose mobility is otherwise limited as listed on the application and certified by a medical practitioner, or has a condition that otherwise falls under one of the six (6) categories listed on the application, is eligible for wheelchair symbol license plates and/or a placard for special parking privileges.

SECTION B: WHEELCHAIR SYMBOL LICENSE PLATES

☐ A LEGIBLE COPY OF THE CURRENT, VALID VEHICLE REGISTRATION MUST BE ATTACHED TO THE APPLICATION.
☐ THE RELATIONSHIP OF VEHICLE OWNER TO THE PERSON WITH A DISABILITY MUST BE CLEARLY INDICATED (BOX MUST BE CHECKED).
☐ THE VEHICLE MUST NOT BE REGISTERED TO A BUSINESS/COMPANY, ORGANIZATION OR GROUP.

LICENSE PLATES: Wheelchair symbol license plates may be issued to only one motor vehicle owned, operated, or leased by a person with a disability or owned by a family member who provides transportation for that person. The vehicle can only park in designated wheelchair symbol parking spaces when the individual designated on the identification card is either driving or a passenger in the vehicle. There is no additional charge for the wheelchair symbol license plates beyond the normal cost for regular plates. Wheelchair symbol license plates cannot be issued for vehicles owned by, or leased to, companies, organizations or groups. Be certain that you enclose a photocopy of the current (valid) vehicle registration with your application. Failure to submit a legible copy will cause delays in receiving your plates.

SECTION C: REPLACEMENT PLATES, PLACARD AND/OR IDENTIFICATION CARD

☐ PROVIDE THE VEHICLE PLATE NUMBER AND/OR PLACARD NUMBER.
☐ CLEARLY INDICATE LOST, DAMAGED OR STOLEN (BOX MUST BE CHECKED).
☐ PROVIDE A NOTARIZED STATEMENT AND/OR A COPY OF THE POLICE REPORT (WHICHEVER IS APPLICABLE).
☐ RETURN THE DAMAGED OR REMAINING ITEMS (WHICHEVER IS APPLICABLE).

If you cannot go to an MVC Agency, mail your original “Person with a Disability Identification Card” and either the damaged placard or plate, police report, or notarized statement attesting to the loss or theft of the placard/plate to:

Motor Vehicle
Commission Special Plate
Unit
PO Box 015
Trenton, NJ 08666-0015

REPLACEMENT IDENTIFICATION CARD: You can go into any MVC Agency to acquire an ID replacement card. Bring your placard and/or vehicle registration with you. There is no fee for a replacement Person with a Disability Identification Card. Remember, it is important to always have a current identification card in your possession if you wish to utilize designated wheelchair symbol parking spaces using either a placard or plates.

REPLACEMENT PLACARD: Damaged, stolen, or lost placards may be replaced by visiting any MVC Agency. If your placard is damaged, bring the damaged placard and your original “Person with a Disability Identification Card.” If your placard is lost, bring your original “Person with a Disability Identification Card.” If your placard was stolen, bring your original “Person with a Disability Identification Card” and a copy of your police report. There is no fee for a replacement placard. If both the Person with a Disability Identification Card and placard are lost or stolen, but not yet expired, it may be possible to reissue a new placard and identification card, if you have a driver license or other form of identification and a notarized statement or police report attesting to the loss or theft of the identification card and placard.

REPLACEMENT PLATES: Damaged, stolen, or lost wheelchair symbol plates may be replaced by visiting any MVC agency. A notarized statement from the vehicle owner, if not the person with a disability, is required to obtain replacement plates. In addition, the person with a disability must bring the original “Person with a Disability Identification Card.” If one or both plates were stolen, a police report is also required. If one plate is lost or stolen, the remaining plate must be surrendered at the MVC agency. If one or both plates are damaged, both plates must be surrendered.

SECTION D: CERTIFICATION OF STATEMENTS

☐ THE REGISTERED VEHICLE OWNER MUST SIGN AND DATE THE APPLICATION FOR WHEELCHAIR SYMBOL LICENSE PLATES FOR IT TO BE PROCESSED.
☐ THE PERSON WITH A DISABILITY MUST SIGN AND DATE THE APPLICATION FOR IT TO BE PROCESSED.
It is important for you to know that pursuant to N.J.S.A. 2C:21-4(a), N.J.S.A. 2C:43-3, and N.J.S.A. 2C:43-6, making a false statement or providing misinformation on an application to obtain or facilitate the receipt of license plates or placards for persons with disabilities is a fourth degree crime and a person who has been convicted of this offense may be subject to pay a fine not to exceed $10,000 and a term of imprisonment of up to 18 months.

SECTION E: MEDICAL PRACTITIONER’S CERTIFICATION

☐ THE APPROPRIATE ITEM NUMBER (1-6) INDICATING THE QUALIFYING DISABILITY MUST BE WRITTEN IN.
☐ THE REQUIRED PRESCRIPTION OR THE REQUIRED LETTER MUST BE ATTACHED (ORIGINALS ONLY, NO PHOTOCOPIES WILL BE ACCEPTED).
☐ MEDICAL PRACTITIONER MUST SIGN AND DATE THE APPLICATION (DATE MUST BE WITHIN 60 DAYS OF SUBMITTING THE APPLICATION).

A medical practitioner’s certification is required as part of the initial and recertification application process. The Motor Vehicle Commission requires your medical practitioner to certify that you meet the eligibility criteria for the Person with a Disability identification card, placard and/or license plates. This certification requires a prescription from the medical practitioner for your condition. If your medical practitioner is not authorized to write prescriptions they are required to write a letter containing the same information that would appear on a script for your condition. Certifications can only be authorized by the following medical practitioners: a physician, podiatrist, chiropractic physician, physician assistant or nurse practitioner licensed to practice in this state or a bordering state or a physician stationed at a military or naval installation located in this State who is licensed to practice in any state.

SECTION F: TERMS AND CONDITIONS

☐ READ STATEMENTS 1 THRU 7 ON THE APPLICATION AND UNDERSTAND THAT PURSUANT TO N.J.S.A. 2C:21-4(A), N.J.S.A. 2C:43-3, AND N.J.S.A. 2C:43-6, MAKING A FALSE STATEMENT OR PROVIDING MISINFORMATION ON AN APPLICATION TO OBTAIN OR FACILITATE THE RECEIPT OF LICENSE PLATES OR PLACARDS FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES IS A FOURTH DEGREE CRIME AND A PERSON WHO HAS BEEN CONVICTED OF THIS OFFENSE MAY BE SUBJECT TO PAY A FINE NOT TO EXCEED $10,000 AND A TERM OF IMPRISONMENT OF UP TO 18 MONTHS.
☐ THE MEDICAL PRACTITIONER’S CERTIFICATION MUST BE DATED WITHIN 60 DAYS OF THE APPLICATION SUBMISSION.
☐ THE REGISTERED VEHICLE OWNER MUST SIGN AND DATE THE APPLICATION FOR WHEELCHAIR SYMBOL LICENSE PLATES FOR IT TO BE PROCESSED.
☐ THE PERSON WITH A DISABILITY MUST SIGN AND DATE THE APPLICATION FOR IT TO BE PROCESSED.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

My spouse (or other qualified disabled individual) cannot complete the application and/or is unable travel to an Agency to file an application. Can someone else complete and deliver the application for them?
Yes, the application can be completed by another individual but the form must be signed by the applicant. (If the applicant cannot sign the form, a Power of Attorney must be included with the application package). A third party may bring the application to any local MVC agency for same day processing as long as the individual has proper identification and a notarized statement from the person with a disability giving them permission to act on his/her behalf.

I have more than one vehicle that I drive. Can I get two sets of plates or two placards?
No. You may have one set of plates or one placard or both depending on your individual needs. This provision of the regulation is based on the fact that the placard can be used in any vehicle in which you are the driver/passenger as long as you have your “Person with a Disability Identification Card” with you.

If I mail in my application, how long must I wait for my placard/plates to arrive?
Generally, MVC requires 4-6 weeks to issue plates and placards. Additional time should be allowed for mailing. A checklist is provided with the application form and instructions to help ensure that the form is completed accurately. Using the checklist will help avoid delays in processing.